Bexar County Courtrooms
Technology & Equipment

Many thanks to Judge Velia Meza & the 226th staff
for learning the equipment and helping share the
information, Fernando Gonzales & Shawn Sanders
with BC Facilities Management for setting up the
technology and giving us tech support, and Jessica
Gonzalez & Staci Krause with SACDLA for putting
together this manual.

Bexar County Courtroom Technology
•

Upgraded equipment is in all courtrooms in the Bexar County Courthouse including
civil, criminal, probate, county, and district courts.

But because of existing

technology in the county courts and 4th Floor courtrooms, there may be a difference
in equipment and will be noted as such in the instructions.
•

The whole big unit is called the V Cart and it’s controlled by a basic TV remote. It has
a television screen/ monitor, a CPU (the brain) which also has USB ports and CD
player, the ELMO, and then all the wires and extra stuff.

Devices you can use to

project your stuff are:
-

Computer/ laptops: via the puck or getting on the Clickshare WiFi (Apple only)

-

Phones: via Clickshare WiFi

-

Tablets: via Clickshare WiFi

-

Blue tooth mouse: via Bluetooth settings

Change
Source

Home
Scroll

Entire V Cart

Remote for V Cart (Monitor/
TV Screen)
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•

Microphones:
-

New House Mic: the big, heavy microphone, broadcasts in the courtroom, use
the switch to turn off. Will hurt if someone hits you with it so BOLO.

-

Area Mic: connects to the computer broadcast (Zoom), green on and red off,
TURN OFF THIS MICROPHONE DURING TRIAL UNLESS SPEAKING, the viewers
watching the Zoom/ YouTube broadcast will hear your conversation even if
whispering. Every party in trial has one on their table.

-

Old House Microphone: it’s the skinny house mic on table, not as sensitive to
pick up the sound.

Area Mic

New House Mic

Old House Mic
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•

Broadcasting/ Casting from Phone: On television/ monitor, the source is INPUT 2 (in
most courtrooms. That or just try the other ones. Be patient.)
-

iPhone: At this time, casting from an Android does not work.
•

Go to Settings & turn off AirPlay: Pictures 1 & 2. (Settings => General =>
AirPlay & Handoff => toggle off)

•

TURN OFF ALL NOTIFICATIONS: Picture 3 (Settings => Notifications =>
Show Previews => Choose NEVER)

•

Switch WiFi to Clickshare: Picture 4 (Settings => WiFi settings, chose
Clickshare WiFi, password is clickshare).

The Clickshare username

changes number suffix with courtroom but always starts with Clickshare.
The username matches the username on the V Cart monitor.
•

Enable Screen Mirroring: Picture 5.
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•

Broadcasting/ Casting with Pucks: Pucks use the BARCO technology
-

There are two pucks for each courtroom (Picture 6). *Four pucks in courtrooms
with a TV mounted to wall; 2 for each party*. A set for defense’s table and a
set for prosecutor’s table. Only one puck/ one set (for each monitor: V Cart
and wall TV) can be active at a time.

-

Set up instructions:

Change television source to Clickshare/ BARCO screen.

Picture 7
๏

Microsoft: Plug puck into your USB port, open your FOLDER window, find
Clickshare in your folders on the left side (near the bottom of the list),
click on Clickshare (Picture 8).

If this is the first time installing,

depending on your machine, you may have to install Clickshare by
double clicking Download Clickshare Launcher.

After that, you simply

click on the Clickshare_for_windows.exe to start Clickshare.

A small

window will show up near the bottom of the screen alerting you to it
connecting first and then once it has been connected, it will say it is
ready.

At this point, you can share your screen using the Puck

instructions below.
๏

Apple: Plug puck into your USB port, open your FINDER window (Picture
9), find ClickShare in locations on left side of finder window (Picture 10),
click (or double click) on ClickShare for the ClickShare icon to activate
the puck (the ring will change from blinking white ring while it tries to
connect to solid white ring once connected). On first try, you will need
to approve (through pop windows) the program if your computer
requires approval.
computer password.
program.

Just follow the prompts and approve with your
After initial set up, computer should recognize

At this point, you can share your screen using the Puck

instructions below.
-

Puck Instructions: To connect and disconnect the screen sharing, tap the ring
on the puck. A blinking white ring on the puck means the puck is trying to
connect to the base. A solid white ring means the puck is connected but not
active.

A solid red ring means the puck is connected and actively sharing

screen.

Please keep in mind, there may be a delay for device to find and you
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may have to try a few times. But after it is done once, you are set up on that
device.

Once the puck is red, EVERYTHING on your computer screen is

broadcasted to the V Cart screens. Be sure your computer is clear of any work
product or evidence not yet admitted.
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•

Broadcasting/ Casting over WiFi:
-

You can join the ClickShare WiFi from an Apple computer: Settings => WiFi
settings => Join the correct Clickshare WiFi for the courtroom => password is
Clickshare

-

If you choose to cast this way, you will not be able to use computer for Zoom
nor can you use the regular internet because you cannot connect to 2 WiFis at
the same time and ClickShare WiFi is limited to casting.

•

ELMO: Switch source on TV to which ever one works (most are Source Unknown or
HDMI #2 or try them all/ find the one that works. LOL).
-

Push power button on to blue or green (varies)

-

Switch the C2G to Input 3 (Picture 11)

-

Pull out tray holding the ELMO Document Camera

-

Display face up and away to you so it presents facing the right way; unfold and
adjust arm setting for view to fill white board. Adjust lighting and zoom levels
using the control buttons next to power. AF button is autofocus.

-

Can use ELMO while on Zoom: go to video settings, click on the triangle, choose
MXP 2.

-

Pin the Court Zoom screen.

11
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•

Zoom Broadcasting:
-

The V Carts can be used for Zoom. The V Cart will be the main audio source
for the Zoom meeting.

-

All laptops and computers need to disconnect the audio on the Zoom
meeting.

Zoom will try to stop you from doing this, but it must be done to

prevent feedback. The area mic will be on table to pick up audio.
-

Area mics need to be turned on. The sound will then “run through” the V Cart
for the Zoom meeting. That mic will pick up everything so turn off when you
are not questioning or arguing.

•

Hints for Trials:
-

Turn off TV to cross without showing jury

-

Best practice for evidence is to use Elmo to publish pictures so the same
evidence shown to jury is same evidence admitted into record.

-

Any videos or audio recordings play better on the V Cart/ CPU. There is little
to no delay as there will be if broadcasted from a computer. You can use the
bluetooth mouse on cart or hookup own mouse to control.

-

The V Cart may auto shut down if set to go to sleep with no use. And if it goes
to sleep it takes A LONG TIME to power back up. Be sure V Cart always in use
or turn off the sleep function for that day in trial but be sure to power down at
end of day.

-

Be patient with all casting. There may be a delay, may require you to click a
few times to recognize the program, and could need a reboot. Patience is the
key.

•

Recommended Equipment:
-

Laptop/ tablet/ phone

-

Powerstrip & batteries

-

Bluetooth Mouse & Clicker for Presentations

-

HDMI cable/ VGA & converter (Lightning Bolt or Dongle) to connect laptop to
the fourth floor system

-

USB Splitter if laptop has one USB. But you cannot use two pucks on one laptop
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•

Oddities for Various Courtrooms: GRAND JURY ROOM IS DIFFERENT!!!!
-

Some courtrooms have an existing wall mounted screen. You will either need
two devices to project material on both screens through Clickshare. Or save
materials on a disk or thumb to give to judge and judge can project materials
on both screens at the same time from their computer.

-

The fourth floor has a completely different set up.
•

There is no V Cart at all.

•

So there are no pucks, no Clickshare, no casting, no airplay, nothing.

•

You can only use a laptop and will need a VGA cable. Few laptops have
these ports so you may need a converter to connect your laptop to the
fourth floor systems. (Picture 12) When you project material on screen,
the material will project to the table top screens, the screen on judge’s
bench, the juror screens, and the big screen over the head of the judge.
VGA seems to work best, HDMI can get pixelated.

•

If the system is working, the judge can control which screen material
will project to the screen.

•

FYI: some Apple laptops will not project the materials. It’s just an Apple
vs. PC thing. PC’s work fine, but this is an Apple defect. If it happens,
you will need to save materials to a thumb drive or disk and use the PC
on the State’s table to project the materials on all screens.

You can

then hook up your bluetooth mouse or clicker and use that to control
presentation of the material.
•

Also, don’t hit the switch under the table.

That may cut the power

source to the system. Ask a bailiff or the coordinator for the fix.
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